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Britsch: The Closing of the Early Japan Mission
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first japan mission of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints was closed 7 august 1924 after twenty three
years of effort and sacrifice on the part of missionaries and
church members because the church is growing rapidly in japan today students of asian mission history often wonder why
the church is successful now since the early mission failed
the object of this article is to explain that failure and the consequent closing of the early mission

the

THE CLOSING

on

june 1924 president hilton A robertson of the
japan mission received a telegram from church headquarters
in salt lake city it contained 12000 yen but no message of
explanation nevertheless robertson and his missionaries had
13

1

a good idea why the money had been sent for several years
rumors had circulated among them concerning the possible
closing of the mission even during a missionary conference
the month before president robertson had touched upon the
possibilities of the japan mission closing and said that under
present conditions with the current thought as it is it is impossible for the missionaries to spend their best efforts in the
work he also told the missionaries that he hoped to learn
1122
in the very near future the fate of the mission
he was free to make such a statement because he had been
corresponding with the first presidency regarding this matter
on 31 january he sent them a very carefully written appraisal
britsch is associate professor of history at brigham young university
japan mission journals 19011924
1901 1924 13 june 1924 church archives hereafter cited as JMJ
21bid
bid 14 may 1924
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of the condition of the mission after he had consulted with all
of his missionaries to find how they evaluated conditions in
their areas his five page report was considered carefully by
president grant and his counselors
in answering this letter the first presidency gave several
indications that they were seriously considering closing the
mission the words if the work continues were used in one
instance and elsewhere they said they had doubted as to the
wisdom of continuing the mission the most direct reference
to closing the mission was written as follows
when we stop to think that over twenty years of hard
labor have been performed in japan it certainly looks as
though the lord would justify us if we saw fit to close that
mission when we read the words 1 I feel perfectly safe in
saying that we havent ever five or six real saints in the mission who are willing and ready to help carry on the work 3
the lord has said in section 18 of the doctrine and covenants
and if it so be that you should labor all your days in
crying repentance unto this people and bring save it be one
soul unto me how great shall be your joy with him in the
kingdom of my father
we do not wish to lose one soul in japan but if the same
amount of labor in some other country was performed the
chances are we would have many many times as many converts

4

robertson s letter had indicated that all of the missionaries
felt the same amount of labor with some other people would
bring better results
all this was considered by the first presidency when they
wrote to president robertson on 20 february the only thing
that appears to have kept them from a final decision to close
the mission at that time was whether we have done our duty
in warning the japanese nation 5
following the may 1924 conference the missionaries in
osaka sapporo and sendal as well
weil
weli as those in tokyo found
attendance at scheduled meetings dropping weekly furthermore some of the elders were insulted by irate japanese who
were aroused by the recent passage of the japanese exclusion
in the same letter the first presidency mentioned that lloyd 0 ivie the
previous mission president estimated
that there were only five or six real con-

ts to the gospel in that mission
ve
verts
gheber
eber J grant letterbook
4heber
Letterbook 22 february 1924 p 154 church archives
ibid p 156
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laws in the united states notes telling them to go home had
been left on their doors to their surprise on sunday 15 june
a tokyo newspaper contained a short telegram message stating
that the mormon missionaries would be immediately withdrawn from japan 6
why an earlier telegram from president heber J grant
had been delayed is not known 7 but on thursday 26 june
1924 the following arrived at the mission office it was dated
9

june
have decided to withdraw all missionaries from japan temporarily cabling you twelve thousand yen for that purpose

if more needed cable

us

arrange return immediately
grant 8

the

man who had opened the mission in 1901 had made
the decision to temporarily close it
few missions of the church have been closed especially
after being in operation for so many years there are some
slight similarities between the closing of japan and the earlier
closure of the society islands tonga and other missions but
japan is a separate problem most of the circumstances that
caused temporary defeat there were peculiar to that mission
PROBLEMS THAT CAUSED THE CLOSING

the

official announcement of the first presidency stated
that the mission was being closed because of existing conditions in japan and because of the almost negligible results of
9
missionary effort in that country
the issues that must be
explained are what the conditions in japan were and why
the results were almost negligible
the problems and con
JMJ 15 june 1924 the LDS missionaries in japan were not aware that
a formal public announcement concerning the closing of the mission had been
made in the deseret evening news hereafter cited as DN on 12 june 1924
it is not surprising that international news wire services had picked up this information by 15 june
the first presidency was a little upset that this telegram did not arrive
sooner than the notice about the money they conjectured that the churchs
churche
cable address Quick
mere was not registered in tokyo which would have acquickmere
quickmire
counted for the failure of the mission to receive the telegram immediately
grant letterbook
Letterbook letter to hilton A robertson 12 july 1924 p 969
manuscript history and historical reports of the japan mission 19011924 church archives see also heber J grant letterbook
Letter book 19 june 1924

p 752

DN

12

june 1924

the

that the closing was temporary
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tributing difficulties the church faced in japan fit broadly into
three categories first a number of problems were constant
during the entire length of the mission difficulties with language missionary approach culture scarcity of missionary
numbers long tenure and failure to attract many converts all
fit into this category
secondly there were a number of hindrances that arose
during the last several years of the mission among these were
international problems such as the japanese exclusion laws
which were passed in the united states the near closing of the
tonga mission at approximately the same time the failure to
acquire any real property and the great tokyo earthquake of
1923

thirdly

to these definable historic facts can be added the
dimension of inspiration which guided the first presidency and
the general aspect of psychological distress or defeatism which
plagued missionaries in japan and church leaders in salt lake

city

the

japanese language was recognized by every mormon
missionary as the main difficulty in the quest for baptisms
president heber J grant complained that he constantly fell
asleep while studying the language he also reportedly
quipped that he learned the japanese language but the people
coulden
couldn t understand their own language when he spoke it 10
years after the mission was closed hilton A robertson said
mormons had condemned the japanese for
he felt that many cormons
not accepting the gospel more readily but he felt this was
wrong he placed the blame on the poor language abilities of
the missionaries they simply did not communicate well
it is not correct to conclude that none of the missionaries
mastered the language A number of elders accomplished remarkable tasks such as translating the book of mormon anderson s brief history of the church talmage s articles of
faith and other materials but the fact remains that mastery
of the language took years not months and this ability frequently came concurrently with waning enthusiasm for the
work and a missionary s personal desire to return home
spoken language mastery was important but it was recognized from the beginning that potential converts needed printed
2ohilton
hilton A robertson in conference report of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints april 1947 p 53 hereafter cited as CR

ibid
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information to study the earliest missionaries expected that
translated materials would bring in converts more rapidly unfortunately after years of diligent effort and a number of good
publications there was no evidence that tracts and books
helped the conversion rate at all
an important aspect of the language and translation problem was trans
transculturization
culturization or the adaptation of terms from
one culture to another special terminology has developed
since the founding of the church that sets latter day saints
from other religious organizations words as basic as
apart grom
mormons
god and savior carry different meanings for cormons
than for other groups the early missionaries to japan soon
eliat
learned tliat
that finding the proper vocabulary to convey their
special message was difficult the case of elder john W stoker s translation of the brief history of the church illustrates
this problem well in writing the first presidency of the
church after the book had been published alma 0 taylor
said
being a book in which nearly all of our mormon terms
are used it seemed that we would never get through all the
problems that came up for no words in common use ever
approached an equivalent for the english meaning as we interpret it hence study inquiry and experiment had to folbut these words are not necessarily beyond the grasp
low
of the reading circle
for new words are only a combination of old words 12

selecting good material for translation and publication was
another problem several poor choices were made along with
some wise ones possibly the worst choice of a tract to translate
was why 1I left the church of england
it must be added however that in general efforts were
made to fit tracts to the needs of the people an intelligent
early effort to accommodate preaching to local needs was a
pamphlet titled the true and living god in its entirety
this tract contained a very simple step by step analysis of the
mormon concept of god 13
the problem was compounded by the fact that the japanese
did not share the same christian patterns of logic belief in

0 taylor

to the first presidency 3 september 1907
Letter book copybook C p 153 church archives hereafter
japanese mission letterbook
cited as copybook plus appropriate letter
alma 0 taylor journal B 15 june 1903 taylor kept a careful diary
of his daily activities for a number of years his diaries are held by special
collections harold B lee library brigham young university

letter from alma
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scriptures or ideas about god this is to be expected in a non
christian part of the world missionaries with keen insight
such as alma 0 taylor elbert D thomas H grant ivins
and joseph H stimpson recognized this problem and worked
to overcome it taylor wrote concerning this difficulty after
his arrival home
remember being asked to address an audience in salt
lake city before 1I went to japan on the subject why I1
am a latter day saint
after stating that my birth and
bringing up in the church were the first and foundation
reasons for being a latter day saint 1I proceeded to quote
scriptures to show that mormonism was true 1I am not
ashamed of that speech but 1I often smile when I1 think of the
effect or rather the lack of effect such a speech would have
on an audience in japan where we have to give reason for
our faith independent of the bible and the scriptures 14
1I

taylor continued this line of reasoning further

by sug-

gesting that many church members placed too much reliance
upon the testimonies of the ancient apostles and disciples of

christ

he

said

in japan the elders have to preach god and jesus christ
not in the name of paul john peter nephi samuel joseph
smith or any other prophet but in their own names and
15
through the testimony of their own works

taylor felt that missionaries succeeded best by earnestly
and prayerfully seeking the evidences which god has amply
provided in his own creations and dealings and by using these
evidences under the direction of the holy spirit 16
english language classes were used to attract prospective
investigators during almost the entire mission some members
were acquired through this means but the missionaries frequently felt that this approach was a waste of time their
students were often interested only in the english language and
not in religion
president grant became disgusted with the attitude of
many japanese who attended LDS meetings speaking for
president grant one of his counselors wrote to president robertson saying
alma

0 taylor

june 1910 p 780
151151bid
ibid p 781
bid
ibid p 780
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president grant s experience in japan teaches him that
the average japanese who comes to our meetings comes to see
what he can get out of it there is one little illustration of a
man who learned french german and english by belonging
to three different churches and he was only too anxious to
become a member of our church providing we would employ
him as interpreter and translator 17

another example of

similar nature was also mentioned in
the same letter to president robertson the first presidency
wrote
president grant remembers a group of young men ten
a

he thinks it was in number who came and believed everything we taught until the elders quit talking to them in
english and made all their remarks in the japanese language
and one by one these converts that believed everything disappeared when there was no chance to secure information regarding english it was really amusing to brother grant to
have these young men spend the evening talking in english
as best they could and the elders answering in japanese as best
they could and neither one of them speaking in their native
tongue 18

the

following portion of a letter from louring A whittaker to president stimpson dated 1I september 1919 verifies
that the same problem existed late in the mission from osaka
whittaker wrote
I1 don
dontt

like this idea of staying inside of the church to
wait for people to come to you for from my experience you
get people that just waste time that is spent on them because
they come to study english and not to hear the gospel 1I ve
felt sometimes that being dropped from a three story building
would not hurt me any more than when I1 ve been trying to
preach the gospel and some one has stopped to ask if that
word on the third line down the page was an adverb
19
ad infiniium
mitum
mj micum
infinitum

even though the language classes had drawbacks they
were continued to the end of the mission in fact the language
classes were the main approach during the period from 1921 to
1924 particularly for the married couples who were serving in
the mission at that time 20 some of the missionaries even took
grant letterbook
Letterbook

22

february 1924 p 155

ibid

letter from louring A whittaker to joseph H stimpson

1919 stimpson papers

interview

provo utah
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salaried positions as english teachers in 1925
1923 and 1924 for
instance elder elwood L christensen was employed at a commercial school near osaka he of course spent most of his
time actively proselyting the gospel 21
street meetings were also a regular means of preaching the
gospel large crowds were usually easy to attract people
were courteous and willingly accepted tracts announcements
about meetings and other literature but getting the ideas of
mormonism across to a constantly fluctuating audience was a
difficult task tracts were distributed by thousands but they
did not attract many serious inquiries
special lessons were devised for the japanese newsletters
and periodicals were circulated among the members hymn
books were published in japanese the mutual improvement
association was used to attract and hold young people it accomplished
complis hed some good but the barriers of language and culture seemed to be insurmountable to each of the approaches
used

another important question to consider

is that of the dif-

ference in religious intensity the main body of the japanese
have historically been low keyed religiously although exceptions exist generally japanese religions are classified as
11
perfunctory weak and indifferent 22 in contrast it is evident
mormon
non groups should be classified as lively inmori
that most morl
tense and strong
this difference in religious intensity is a
probable explanation for some of the lack of LDS success with
the japanese people
another japanese trait is that of familism or family cen
te redness this cultural trait was very strong during the early
mission period the family group has traditionally been the
individuals means of establishing his identity efforts whether
economic social or religious have usually been made in behalf of the whole family organization fathers have ruled the
japanese home with an iron hand sons have respected the desires of their fathers as have the wives and daughters marriages have been intended to be as compatible as possible but
they have been arranged for the benefit of the family as well
as the parties involved occupations have frequently been
i

japan mission presidents report 31 december 1923 in mission annual
reports p 461 church archives
joachim wach the comparative study of religions new york columbia university press 1958
p 125
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family occupations these traditions and others like them
tended to discourage affiliation by individual japanese with an
alien institution such as the LDS church it was very difficult
for the missionaries to take the place of the family or become
religious group in the place of the family it
socioreligious
the primary socio
was through constant association with the missionaries that
converts at least those who remained active in the church became acculturated to and comfortable with the new social
group to which they belonged
the problem the missionaries faced was how to influence
people sufficiently that they would be willing to leave the secure environment of their natal family which could be enlarged to include the entire japanese national family and take
a chance with the mormon family several of the most faithful
converts were women who worked as cooks in the mission
headquarters and thus became part of the mormon family so
to speak and were able to establish a new identity
when the conservative nature of the japanese family and
society during the mission years is considered it is perhaps
more remarkable that 174 converts were baptized than that the
number was so small
another problem was that of a small missionary force at
no time were there more than twenty missionaries and on several occasions there were as few as eight it is implicit that the
leaders of the church felt ambivalent toward japan it was
almost as though they had a policy of succeeding first and sending missionaries later requests for more missionaries were frequent from the various mission presidents but they were seldom granted
the lack of missionaries was recognized as a very real detriment to the work joseph H stimpson and his wife mary who
were in charge of the mission from 1915 until early 1921
struggled with this handicap and sought the help of elder
david 0 mckay then of the quorum of the twelve apostles
to overcome it in march 1920 president stimpson wrote a
letter of invitation to elder mckay inviting him to an international sunday school convention to be held in tokyo that
fall and including some statistics concerning the progress of
the mission to that date sixty baptisms had been performed
during his tenure as president sixteen children had been
blessed thirty seven men had been ordained to the aaronic

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1975
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priesthood and the total membership was one hundred twenty
four at that time there were only eight missionaries in the
field he pleaded with elder mckay to use whatever influence
he could to have six more missionaries sent to japan three
new elders did arrive in may 1920 the first to come in two
and a half years but they merely replaced several others who
were released there were only two elders working in each
conference and sendal had been closed for lack of missionaries
we have so few missionaries here in the
stimpson wrote
mission at the present time that the devil has to look elsewhere
for a workshop 23
similar feelings had been indicated long before by alma
0 taylor and were echoed after by hilton A robertson taylor once reported almost hopefully that finally the devil is
waking up a little over here the elders
report falsehoods
24
and anti mormon literature afloat 124
many years later robertson suggested that the devil had the
japanese people so securely that he did not have to worry about
the
fle
tle mormon elders 225 he was probably quoting president
grant who in 1924 said the devil is not at all worried over
our success in japan 26 it is apparent that the missionary force
was so small that they made virtually no impression upon the
japanese nation the sad concomitant was that the missionaries
felt that they were not a part of a going concern and this was
reflected in their attitude toward the work
another problem that was related to that of a small missionary force was the problem of long tenure by missionaries
from the days of heber J grant to the end of the mission
years spent in the japan mission field were longer than for
other missions of the church
A survey of the manuscript history reveals the following
statistics concerning the length of time missionaries spent in
japan the average mission length was three years and three
months president alma 0 taylor stayed longest of all eight
years and five months see table 1I
parents sweethearts and ward members sometimes wrote to
letter from joseph H stimpson to david 0 mckay 18 march 1920
copybook H p 359 also mckay to stimpson 10 june 1920 stimpson papers
24
letter from alma 0 taylor to the first presidency 20 march 1907
23

copybook C
interview hilton A robertson by J christopher conkling 13 november
1973 provo utah
grant letterbook
Letter book 22 february 1924 p 155
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table

1I

length of mission

number of missionaries

more than

1

1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9

8 yrs
ars

7 to 8 yrs
ars
6 to 7 yrs
ars

1

to 6 yrs
ars
4 to 5 yrs
ars
3 to 4 yrs
ars
2 to 3 yrs
ars
1 to 2 yrs
ars
less than 1I yr

5

1

5

19

24
19
13
5

note under categories

six seven and eight four seven and six
missionaries respectively left without completing missions because of
the closing two missionaries served two missions their total years
tenures were 11 yrs
ars 6 months and 7 yrs
ars I1 month respectively

the presiding brethren asking why some elder had been left in
the mission for so long the missionaries themselves were
usually less concerned because they knew it was necessary to
remain long enough to conquer the language and do some
good but the pressure from home did have an effect on the
work in japan alma 0 taylor once wrote an article in the
improvement era in which he tried to explain why such lengthy
stays were necessary 27 still the parents and friends at home
had a hard time understanding the problem
As a result of the difficulties mentioned above the rate of
conversions to the church was very slow the missionaries
never had a chance to become elated with their success it was
always slow this fact reflected upon both missionaries and
converts alike the missionaries did not learn to expect rapid
success and members and prospective members did not feel
that they were a part of a successful operation the old saying
that nothing succeeds like success was without question true in
the case of the japan mission the psychology was not one of
winning
from 1920 on the japan mission was on trial there is no
question that from this time on the leaders of the church in
salt lake city were harboring grave doubts concerning the
value of continuing the mission during stimpson s era reports
alma

0

taylor

era november 1906

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1975
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were received regularly by his missionaries to the effect that
church authorities were thinking about closing the mission
confirmation of this fact was never received by stimpson from
the brethren but when david 0 mckay went to japan as part
of a world mission tour his role while there was definitely to
assess the situation and decide whether or not the mission
should be continued
elder mckay arrived in japan on 20 december 1920
while he was there he visited all of the conferences of the mission except sapporo
Hok kaido where a blizzard prevented
Sap poro hokkaido
such a visit and remained in japan for a month he spent
considerable time asking questions and seeking to learn more
about the japanese people at the end of his visit he concluded
that the mission was worth continuing and that if this were so
enough missionaries must be assigned to do it right it is like
trying to run a sixty horsepower machine with a one horsepower motor and that out of repair said mckay 28 he decided
that the mission would do much better if there were several
married couples appointed and distributed to each of the conferences
feren ces 29 these couples were to have six or eight missionaries working under them and they were to act as guardians
and counselors for their missionaries this idea began to be put
into effect during the coming months but never became fully
operational in june 1921 hilton A robertson and his wife
hazel arrived in tokyo and in november 1922 three more
couples arrived in the mission at the end of the year there
were twenty missionaries in the field three more than in any
other year
in addition to the plan for more missionaries elder mckay
also made some suggestions concerning improving the work
immediately he stressed the need to turn every conversation
into a gospel discussion missionaries were to always carry
tracts and other literature they were to spend more time in
public places such as markets teaching the gospel street
meetings were to be continued elder mckay wrote the following to the elders
As far as the

truth

is concerned the japanese people are

in darkness though we believe that hundreds of thousands
of them are groping blindly for the light the light is now in
missionary annual reports 31 december 1921 p 191
letter from joseph H stimpson to alma 0 taylor 19 january 1921
copybook 1I p i100

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol15/iss2/4
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eth it not and we
comprehend
their midst but the darkness comprehendeth
wonder whether we are not perhaps unintentionally and unconsciously hiding our light under a bushel or at least to
hold it aloft so that all who see us must have their attention
directed toward it 30

apparently the visitor did not feel that the missionaries
had been working hard enough they were told to work at
least as hard as if they were working for a salary
Stimps ons
elder mckay s last official act was to release the stimpsons
to return home they left japan on 11 february 1921 in
march 1921 lloyd 0 ivie a former japan missionary and his
new bride nora arrived in japan to assume the reins of
leadership ivie continued in the spirit of the reforms or innovat ions started by elder mckay he tried to expand the
novations
work missionaries were sent to four new areas and new methods of language study were introduced for a brief moment
total numbers of missionaries book of mormon sales and
baptisms increased but by the end of 1922 matters had returned to the old pattern in january 1922 kofu after having
been worked for fourteen consecutive years was closed this
left only three conferences in the mission unfortunately after
the arrival of couples the leaders in salt lake city did not
continue to send the numbers of missionaries that had been suggested by elder mckay the result was less enthusiasm among
the missionaries
during the last couple of years missionary activity varied
little throughout the mission and weekday schedules were quite
similar in all areas the missionaries spent most mornings
studying teaching english at local schools and taking care of
various tasks such as letter writing picture taking shopping
visiting the doctor and other similar activities active pros
eluting did not usually begin until afternoon evenings were
elyting
filled with english classes mutual improvement association
teaching lessons and visiting friends and investigators three
meetings were usually held on sunday sunday school was the
largest being attended by large numbers of children the misaries hoped these children would be a successful avenue of
sion
sionaries
approach to their parents sacrament meetings were usually
attended by only a few members and investigators an evening
preaching meeting frequently drew fairly good numbers
letter from david 0 mckay and hugh J cannon to the elders of the
japan mission tokyo japan 23 january 1921 stimpson papers
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attendance patterns in the individual branches of the misslon were not encouraging just before kofu was closed there
sion
were only two or three saints and a couple of investigators
attending sacrament meeting the elders claimed these figures
were encouraging 31 this was in spite of the fact that there
fu31 and ten years
kofu32
were thirty baptized members still living in ko
earlier between five and eight members attended regularly 33
the situation in osaka was slightly more encouraging on
seven sundays picked at random during 1923 and 1924 the following numbers attended an average of about twelve at sacraabout thirty seven at
ment meeting including missionaries
sunday school and around twentyfive
twenty five usually attended the
evening preaching meeting 34
in 1924 the elders in sapporo reported a regular attendance
of between twentyfive
twenty five and fifty people at sunday school and
31
of about eight to ten people at sacrament meeting 35
sendal
was a much newer area and little success had been realized
there even though tokyo had twenty more potential members
than any other area the attendance figures were more erratic
than in other branches average attendance there was only
eight at sacrament meeting tithe paying was reportedly very
poor throughout the mission
in summary the statistics for the mission were far from impressive this is evident in table 11
II giving statistics for the
years 1918 through 1924 36
one further issue should be raised here were the mor
mons unusual in their lack of success or was their record somewhat like that of other missionary groups it is my belief that
the latter day saints were no less successful than other mission
aries though it is difficult to accumulate the statistics to
sionaries
prove this statement however it appears that the ratio of
effectiveness was about proportional to the number of man
years put in by any missionary group such thinking is justified
japan mission district records kofu conference april 1921 through
january 1922 church archives
precord
7record
record of members form E microfilm japan mission reel
church
archives
lloyd 0 ivie missionary journal 5 november 1911 special collections
harold B lee library
japan mission district records osaka conference 1923 1924 church
archives
JMJ 14 august 1924
missionary annual reports
and manuscript history
1924
1920
19201924
1921 31 december statement figures compiled by J christopher conk1918
19181921
31

1

ling
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table II

1918

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

number of members 105
number of

127

127

135

154

158

164

10
13
4

9
10
6

13
10
11

17
18
7

19
6

14
8

1

2

1

1

missionaries
baptisms

11

ordinations

11

Ex communications

10

1

by the fact that the other christian missionaries stayed in japan
much longer and still had few converts especially during the

early years 37
political conditions were much different then but during
the first thirteen years of the protestant missions only ten converts were baptized by 1882 there were 145 protestant mission aries and 4987 members many of the missionaries had
sionaries
been there for ten years or more by figuring in terms of man
years put in the LDS missionaries actually gained converts a
little faster than did the protestants
As was mentioned above lloyd 0 ivie became president
of the mission in march 1921 he worked hard and tried to
follow the counsel of elder mckay two factors however
worked against his success as president the first was his own
personality he was a very bright and capable man but he has
also been described as being rather undiplomatic this did not
help relationships with either his missionaries or the members
another problem was the health of his wife and new child
sister ivie gave birth during the early months of 1923 and
neither the mother nor the child felt very well after this was
the apparent cause of his release as mission president in october 1923 however because the child was not well the ivies
did not sail from japan until 22 january 1924
elder hilton A robertson was appointed president of the
mission when the ivies returned home the period of his
leadership was short lived for two principle reasons the most
serious factor was the problem that arose in japan as a result of
the oriental or japanese exclusion laws A second contributing
factor was the great tokyo earthquake of 1 september 1925
1923
we will turn to the international political situation next
see kenneth scott latourette the expansion of christianity
harper and brothers 1944 6385ff
6385 ff
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but first some comments about the earthquake the destruction
that came in the wake of this terrible disaster was very great
about 91000 people died in fires under falling debris and as
a result of riots and disorders several missionaries including
the robertsons were in tokyo at the time of the disaster and
were very fortunate to escape bodily harm or death through
the entire disaster robertson reported not one member of the
church was injured nor were any of the missionaries the
mission home lost some tile from the roof and plaster from the
walls but aside from that the place fared very well 38
the results of the earthquake caused missionary work in
tokyo to stop for a long time however the missionaries filled
their days by helping some of the members repair their homes
and others to relocate because the missionaries outside tokyo
were not able to get in touch with headquarters they lost time
by coming to tokyo to assess the situation
home gloomy reports were circulated and in one instance an incorrect report of the death of president robertson
was published in one of the utah papers 39 not until 11 september did the friends and relatives of the missionaries know
that they were safe 40
the earthquake had a lasting effect on the mission in one
way it started the leaders at home thinking more seriously
about the work in japan and reassessing the position of the
church there the parents of the missionaries also felt the distance from their sons and daughters to be greater than ever before family members of missionaries were concerned by scriptural passages telling of earthquakes as warnings to wicked
peoples upon his return home robertson concurred in this
reasoning he said we are told in the doctrine and covenants that after the testimony of the servants of god earthquakes pestilence and disease etc will follow and 1I bear
that those things have taken place
testimony to you folks
41
in that land
the handwriting was on the wall so to
speak the question was simply what to do it was not answered immediately
with the exception of the problem of unavailability of mission aries during world war 1I international matters had no
sionaries

at

ap 12324
robertson in CR october 1924 pp
123 24
article found in scrapbook of hilton A robertson
DN 11 september 1923
4odn
rodn
pp 12324
robertson in CR october 1924 ap
123 24
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major effect upon the mission until 1924 the japanese exclusion law in america caused the most serious problems in
october 1920 alma 0 taylor wrote the following to president
stimpson
you are perhaps anxious about the present agitation and ill
feelings over the pending legislation in california against the
japanese I1 can see no way out of the situation as the people
of california have more support from the rest of the U S
than ever before something should be done now to prevent
the constant recurrence of the question before the settlement
the feeling in japan among the populous sic will perhaps
run high against the americans 42

taylor was prophetic in his assessment of the coming situation

the problem

did not come to a head until 1924 when laws
preventing japanese from immigrating to the united states
were passed the question of racial discrimination against
chinese and japanese living on the west coast of the united
states was a contributing cause of the closing of the japan
mission A long series of state and national issues concerning
the immigration of orientals
orient als into the united states and suborientale
sequent issues relating to their possession of land began in
1882 and was culminated by the enactment by congress of a
new immigration law the second johnson act containing a
section forbidding admittance to the united states of aliens
ineligible for citizenship 43 because the asians of china and
japan were the only aliens not eligible for citizenship the law
was a direct insult to the japanese nation and was accepted
by the japanese as such
the law went into effect on 1 july 1924 that day was
observed throughout japan as a day of humiliation
and
tokyo was blazing with posters which read hate everything
american
the largest of sixteen meetings of protest lasted
continuously from one in the afternoon until ten in the evening
ooo
with an audience ranging from 5000 to 12
000 44
12000
the situation became very tense for the missionaries after
this law was passed americans were temporarily not welcome
aletter
4letter
letter from alma 0 taylor to joseph H stimpson 17 october 1920
stimpson papers
see edwin 0 reischauer the united states and japan new york
viking 1963 pp
17 for a clear evaluation of these events
ap 16
1617
sidney L gulick american japanese relations the logic of the exclu
excle
sionists
zionists the annals of the american academy of social and political sciences
november 1924 p 181

ne
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japan on one occasion shortly after the 1924 exclusion
law went into effect president robertson found two posters
tacked to his door saying bei jin haiseki
Ha iseki or american go
in

home

even before 1 july other missionary groups were feeling
the negative effects of the law A salt lake telegram article
printed 18 june 1924 noted that the reverend dr paul B
waterhouse had asserted that the passage of the exclusion act
has made christian missionary work in japan almost impossible however further attention must be paid to the dates
involved in these actions and reactions by the time the unfriendly law went into effect the fateful telegram from the
first presidency had already been delivered it was sent 9 june
1924 and arrived 26 june 1924 the final decision however
probably had not been made much before then
the earthquake and the deterioration of japanese american
relations hastened the closure of the mission but robertson and
others believed that the real reason for the closing was the indifference of the japanese and the failure of the missionary
work

robertson s conclusion was correct in a letter dated 10
june 1924 the first presidency stated that they were not particul
ticularly
arly alarmed over the situation in japan
they believed
1

that the current problems would soon subside the reason for
closing the mission was because from the standpoint of converts success had been so limited that at least for the present
under existing circumstances it will be better to with45
draw
several other items may have contributed to the willingness
of the first presidency to close the japan based operation one
was that the church had not acquired any real property this
made it possible to leave easily another development that may
have had some bearing was the consideration being given to
same
closing the tonga mission at the sarne
saine time the mission
president in tonga made a valiant plea for the continuance of
his mission there were over a thousand saints in tonga
nevertheless the mission came very close to being shut down
such thinking seems to reflect a
1924
during the summer of 1924.
willingness to assess missions and determine their worth japan
was found wanting
grant letterbook
Letterbook
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closely related to the above reasoning was the problem of
psychological failure this was a cumulative matter since the
mission was first opened president grant had questioned its
validity upon his return from his mission to japan he had
requested to go somewhere where he could perform a real
mission he was sent to england two months later A feeling
of questioning the possible success of the mission had been in
the mind of president lorenzo snow when he sent grant to
japan on 26 june 1901 president snow told elder grant
noah preached 120

years he was a grand man he did his
and as to these brethren who will shortly
duty but failed
leave for japan the lord has not revealed to me that they
will succeed but he has shown me that it is their duty to
46
go
9046

may have helped president grant make this par
nicular decision
ticular
there is still one further ingredient that many latter day
saints would suggest as an essential reason for president
grant s decision this is inspiration or direction grom
from the lord
when the missionaries arrived in salt lake city on 22 august
1924 president grant greeted them with
thank god you
are home because 1I know what is in store for the people of
141
47
president
that land and we are glad you are safely home
horne 147
robertson made a statement many years later that was similar
in spirit to that of president grant s greeting he said

this attitude

think that the mission was closed for a purpose in 1924
when we returned home I1 feel that the lord knew what was
going to transpire and he called the missionaries home and
ordered the mission closed temporarily later on we find that
the other denominations throughout the world who were pro
selytmg
selyting
seiy
sely
ting in japan were forced to close their missions and re
turn to america at great loss and sacrifice 48
1I

when the telegram arrived on

26 june instructing them
to return the missionaries promptly set about making the neces
feces
sary arrangements for closing the mission arrangements were
immediately made for elder and mrs W lamont
lament glover to
sail home as sister glover s health was not good at the time
ohinyo maru on 16 july
they sailed on 8 july aboard the 5 5 shinyo
gordon A madsen comp A japanese journal apnnpp
quotations from the journals of heber J grant
manuscript history 22 august 1924
robertson in CR april 1947 p 53
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elder elwood christensen baptized yosaku morita in
tokyo the last baptism in japan for over fourteen years
during the first three weeks of july elders and sisters arrived
at tokyo from their various locations most of the last month
1924

or so was spent visiting members selling and giving way mis
sion owned goods shipping books and other similar activities
then on 24 july elders william E davies and milton B
taylor along with elder and mrs F wallace browning who
had visited china since the notice of closing came boarded the
5 5 president cleveland and sailed for the united states
all meetings were cancelled after 29 june except sacrament
meeting which was held until the last sunday before departure
only two to four japanese saints attended during that time
three thousand seven hundred tracts were passed out during
these final days finally on 2 august president and sister
robertson went to osaka to encourage the saints there to live
up to their duties they boarded the 5 S president pierce in
kobe and all the remaining missionaries elder and mrs elwood L christensen and elders rulon esplin vinal G mauss
lewis H moore and ernest B woodward boarded the same
ship in yokohama they sailed from japan on 7 august 1924
thus the early mission of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints to japan was closed

40
41

conclusion
considering the number of problems the mission had faced
through the years the disruptions of the final two years and
the psychological distress suffered by the missionaries it is
easy to understand the decision of the first presidency and the
council of the twelve to close the mission it was true that the
results had been almost negligible
nevertheless the misbunions translation
trl
tri butions
transi atlon work
contributions
sion did produce some lasting con
in particular and a few converts were brought into the church
who remained faithful through the years until the work was
II
recommenced following world war 11
manuscript history 7 august 1924 one of the final entries in this history states simply that in the first twenty three years eighty eight missionaries
had served in japan one died in the mission field and seven were sent home
sick nine elders had been sent home in varying degrees of dishonor one
hundred seventy four japanese had been baptized one hundred twelve men and
sixty two women ten members had been excommunicated nine died and eight
had moved seven elders twenty two priests fifteen teachers and thirty deacons
had been ordained
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